Introduction
Autonomous and assisted driving have recently gained increasing momentum in the computer vision community. With the advent of deep learning, many tasks involving visual understanding -something which cannot be eluded in driving-have reached human-level performance, and sometimes overtaken it. Examples are pedestrian and vehicle detection and tracking, lanes or road signs recognition and, ultimately, semantic segmentation, where each pixel gets a label according to what it represents [5, 37] . All of these achievements are great examples of subtasks to autonomous and assisted driving, but we must not forget that the utmost * equal contribution goal is (better) driving itself. Do humans really need to detect all pedestrians or recognize all signs to drive? Do humans really need to label the whole scene?
In widely accepted psychological studies on the topic, the connection between driving, attention and gaze has been explored [27] , negatively answering the above questions. It is known that humans' selective attention is a constraint required by the limited amount of resources available to our brain. Hence, it is still debatable if this approach may also bring benefits to visual computing models where the computational resources can be raised by adopting advanced performant hardware (e.g. GPUs, clusters). Nevertheless, the act of driving combines attention mechanisms influenced by the driver past experience, the temporal nature of the task and strong contextual constraints. As a result, we can drive much more safely and effectively than any automated system. One of the most relevant open questions in the field is to establish whether autonomous cars could benefit from attention-like mechanisms as well. Unluckily, this topic is under-investigated in computer vision and the lack of a realistic experimental framework does not help.
Our main contribution is a new dataset available to the community, depicted in Fig. 1 . We recorded more than six hours and 500,000 frames of driving sequences in different traffic and weather conditions. For every frame, we also acquire the driver gaze through an accurate eye tracking device. Additionally, to favor the car point of view, we project gaze information on a HD quality video recorded from a roof-mounted camera. Given the subjective nature of both attention and driving, experimental design has played a crucial role in preparing the dataset and rule out spurious correlation between driver, weather, traffic, daytime and scenario.
At a computational level, human attention and eye fixation are typically modeled through the concept of visual saliency. Most of the literature on visual saliency focuses on filtering, selecting and synthesizing task dependent features for automatic object recognition. Nevertheless, the majority of experiments are constructed in controlled environments (e.g. laboratory settings) and on sequences of unrelated images [30, 4, 15] . Conversely, our dataset has been collected "on the road" and it exhibits the following features:
• It is public and open. It provides hours of driving videos that can be used for understanding the attention phenomena;
• It is task and context dependent. According to the psychological studies on attention, data are collected during a real driving experience thus being as much realistic as possible;
• It is precise and scientifically solid. We use high end attention recognition instruments, in conjunction with camera data and GPS information.
We believe that our proposal can be useful in several contexts aimed at understanding the driving phenomenon.
It can be applied to identify and collect new features tailored for the driving experience (by analogy with what recently studied for video action recognition [21] ). It can help understanding the influence of motion and semantics in salient object detection [26, 32] . It can foster the creation of new driver-centric visual onthologies, and as well serve the purpose to better understand how driver past experience affects the importance of objects in the scene.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, related works about computer vision and saliency are provided to frame the work in the current state of the art scenario. Sec. 3 describe the acquisition apparatus and protocol while Sec. 4 highlights the dataset features and peculiarities. Eventually, the paper is concluded with a discussion on the possible uses of the collected data.
Saliency and Gaze in Driving up to Now
Visual saliency determines how much each pixel of a scene attracts the observer's attention. This task can be approached by considering either a bottom up or a top down strategy. The former refers to data-driven saliency, as when a salient event pops out in the image. Here, visual discontinuity prevails and computational models focus on spotting these discontinuities by either clustering features or spotting the rarity of image regions either locally [24, 19] or globally [1, 34, 6] . On the opposite, top down saliency is task-driven, and refers to the objects characteristics which are relevant with respect to the ongoing task. At a glance, top-down computer vision models tend to exploit the semantic context in the saliency extraction process [29] . This is achieved by either fusing saliency maps at an increasing level of scale and abstraction [11] , or injecting an a-priori model of the relevant object using tailored features or pretrained detectors [33, 10, 7] . Besides the aforementioned dichotomy between top down and bottom up saliency methods, deep networks have been employing the two approaches jointly to solve the task, achieving competitive results on public benchmarks [16, 17, 14] .
In a broader sense, the literature on the topic agrees that video saliency falls in the latter category. Detecting saliency in videos is indeed a more difficult task because motion affects the attention mechanism driving the human gaze. Motion maps are usually fused with bottom up saliency maps by means of metric learning algorithms or supervised classifiers [38, 35] . In video saliency, motion has been computed by means of optical flow [38] or feature tracking [35] .
Existing Datasets
Many image saliency datasets have been released in the past 5 years. They have driven most of the advancements in understanding the visual attention model and the computational mechanisms behind it. Most of the publicly available datasets are focusing on individual image saliency by capturing several users' fixation and integrating their spatial location by means of Gaussian filtering. Datasets can be distinguished between the ones annotated using an eye tracking system, such as the MIT saliency benchmark [4] , and the ones where users click on images, like the SALI-CON dataset [15] . For a comprehensive list of datasets, the reader can refer to this recent survey [2] .
While image datasets are publicly available and well established in the community, video saliency datasets are still lacking. Among the most important contributions to the field, we consider worth mentioning the Action in the Eye dataset [21] , that consists in the largest video dataset providing human gaze and fixations during the task of action recognition. On the other hand, few driving datasets have been adopted for studying the attention phenomenon, with experiments conducted in laboratory settings and not made available to the community. In [25, 30] , the fixations and saliency maps are acquired by simulating the driving experience. This setting is very limited and the observer atten-tion can be driven by external factors independent from the driving task (e.g. monitor distance, normal attitude towards screen center and others) [27] . The few existing naturalistic in-car datasets [3, 23] are strictly designed asking the driver to accomplish a specific task (e.g. looking at people, traffic sign) and are not publicly available. Perhaps, the dataset proposed in [23] is the most similar to ours for naturalistic conditions and duration. Yet, it only records data for one driver, in two countryside scenarios and is not publicly available.
Saliency and Gaze for Assisted Driving
In the context of assisted driving, gaze and saliency inspection has been mainly studied in task specific environments and by acquiring the gaze using on screen images. In [30] object saliency is employed in order to avoid the looked-but-failed-to-see effect, by inspecting the attention of the driver towards pedestrian and motorbikes at T junctions. Bremond et al. [25] focus on enhancing the detection of traffic signs by exploiting visual saliency and a non-linear SVM classifier. This model was validated in a laboratory setting, pretending to drive a car and extended to a broader set of objects (e.g. pedestrian, bicycles) in a naturalistic experiment [3] .
Recently, gaze has been studied in the context of preattentive driving, aiming at predicting the driver's next move by merely relying on its eye fixation [23] . When driver's gaze cannot be directly acquired through eye tracking systems, a set of independent works propose to inspect drivers' faces, using landmarks and predicting the head orientation [9, 28, 31] . While this mechanism has practical applications, there are no guarantees on the adherence of the results to the true gaze during the driving task.
In the current scenario, we believe that a publicly available dataset specifically tailored for the driving task and acquired during real driving conditions can significantly contribute to the research advancement in the field.
Apparatus and Acquisition protocol
To acquire information regarding the driver's gaze, we adopt the commercial SMI ETG 2w eye tracking glasses (ETG). Being head-mounted, they allow to fully capture the driver attention even under severe head pose changes, such as the ones that naturally occur during the drive. The device features a HD frontal camera acquiring at 720p/30fps, and two inner cameras solely devoted to tracking the user's pupil at 60fps. It provides information about the user's gaze in terms of eye fixations, saccade movements, blinks and pupil dilation. In order to ensure the highest possible gaze quality, 3-points calibration is performed before each recorded sequence to adapt to small changes in the ETG device position. To collect videos from the car perspective, we adopt a roof-mounted GARMIN VirbX camera. It acquires videos at a resolution of 1080p/25fps, embeds an on-board GPS, accelerometer and gyroscope sensors and is waterproof, allowing to acquire video sequences under very different environmental conditions. Figure 2 illustrates the aforementioned acquisition rig.
During the acquisition phase, the two cameras are started simultaneously and the resulting videos are manually aligned to the frame in an offline stage to achieve the best possible synchronization. In order to re-project the gaze point on the video acquired by the car-mounted camera, local keypoints correspondences are exploited, resulting in the gaze information being present on both video sequences (see Section 4).
Dataset Description and Annotation
To overcome the lacks of the existing datasets described in Section 2, we acquire and publicly release 74 video sequences of 5 minutes each of actual driving experience, for a total of 555,000 frames 1 . Eight different drivers alternate during the recording process in order to smooth the bias given by each person's peculiar way of driving. To cover a wider range of scenarios, the videos are recorded in different areas of the city (downtown, countryside, highway) and present a broad reach of traffic conditions going from traffic-free to very cluttered situations. We also perform the recordings during completely diverse atmospheric conditions (sunny, cloudy and rainy) and in different times of the day, both at daytime and at night.
While the head-mounted ETG provides its own video se- quence, it is useful to project the acquired gaze position on the video acquired by the car-mounted camera. In fact, this camera features a significantly wider field of view (FoW) and can display fixations that are captured by the tracking device but not rendered by its video due to its limited FoW, such as the ones that occur when the driver peeks at something without moving his head. Since the two sequences have been manually aligned, they represent the same scene from two different but closely related perspectives and an homography transformation between the two can be employed to project the fixation points from one sequence to the other. To estimate this transformation, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) keypoints are extracted from the two frames [18] and a first, tentative nearest-neighbor matching is performed. Despite the sequence alignment, this matching step still produces outliers thus requiring robust techniques in the transformation estimation. For this purpose, the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm is employed [8] . Given four randomly selected corresponding points, the algorithm iteratively generates transformation hypotheses and selects the one that minimizes the reprojection error. Being H the selected homography matrix and P g the fixation point on the ETG video (in homogeneous coordinates), its corresponding position on the carmounted frame can be recovered as P c = H × P g .
Psychological studies [20, 12] demonstrated that the scanpath of a scene is highly subjective and thus individual fixation points on a given frame may not be directly used to build a gaze map. Following this insight, we compute gaze maps at each frame that take into account all the fixations occurring in an interval of time centered on that frame. This allows to abstract from individual scanpaths and to obtain a gaze map that effectively covers the different parts of the scene that captured the driver's attention. To compute the map for a given frame F m , a temporal window of k = 25 frames centered on F m is selected. The choice of maps accumulating fixations over 25 frames follows [13] and ensures that the map accounts for the Inhibition of Return (IoR) mechanism [22] , where broader maps would incur in redundant gaze information. By computing the homography transformation between each frame F m+i with i = − Figure 3 shows an example of gaze map obtained through this process.
Discussion and Open Questions
In this section we pose a few challenges and opportunities unlocked by the availability of the proposed dataset to the computer vision community. According to a qualitative analysis, it appears that when using an image based saliency prediction method (e.g. [36] , which achieves state of the art performance on [4] ), the regions of interest heavily rely on visual discontinuities resulting in fairly different attention maps with respect to the driver actual intentions, Figure 4 fourth and fifth columns. While this difference has not yet been quantitatively studied, it raises a set of open questions that we believe of interest for the computer vision community. Investigating the following topics (and possibly achieving positive answers) may consequently help pushing forward the field of assisted and autonomous driving.
Can driver's gaze be predicted?
Despite a large body of psychological literature, the computer vision community has not yet seen effective computational models able to predict human gaze while driving. In particular, the temporal nature of the driving task has never Figure 4 . An example sequence taken from the dataset. Columns from left to right: Garmin VirbX frames, ETG frames with fixation information, the available gaze map, overlay between the frame and the gaze map, visual saliency predicted using [36] . From up to bottom: the temporal dimension of the video with 1 frame every 30 displayed. been considered. In point of fact, we qualitatively observed that during red traffic lights and jams, visual saliency models trained on images could predict driver gaze quite accurately, [16, 4, 36] . Nevertheless, as driving speed increases, the amount of attention drivers dispose of at each instant decreases, resulting into very sparse and specific attention regions. Future models will need to take into account this behavior to provide reliable accuracy. Moreover, how easier is this task going to be if we were to feed the driver intentions (e.g. turn right in 10s) to the model? Can driver's intentions be anticipated from gaze data?
Here we pose the opposite challenge to gaze prediction, that is whether we can build models that given video data and related gaze (true or predicted) are able to estimate the driver next move. These estimates can include the car turning angle, instantaneous speed, breaking events and so on. On top of this, the community may build systems able to exploit intentions prediction to alert the driver in dangerous situations.
Can gaze models be employed to enhance signalization and road safety?
While driving we only observe a small part of all the road signs, cars and traffic lights. In most of the cases, this is due to drivers' confidence about the path taken or irrelevant signalization with respect to driver current intentions. At the same time, overconfidence during driving may result in mistakes whenever signals change leading to possible dangerous situations. Local administrations can take advantage from gaze models to better decide how to place road signals and traffic lights. This is not a completely new line of work [25, 3] , however the availability of a public dataset can serve as a unified benchmark for the research community.
Can gaze models help autonomous cars in planning better driving strategies? Autonomous cars leverage on many different levels of structured information, ranging from lanes detection to semantic segmentation. Nevertheless, autonomous driving is ultimately a decision task. Can gaze information be yet another level of information to input to this decision process? Can human-like attention bring benefits to human-less vehicles? This is probably a far reaching question and we fully expect better experimental frameworks to be conceived in the future in order to answer it. Meanwhile, we make available the first dataset for the community to download and start tackling this challenge.
Conclusion
We propose a novel dataset that addresses the lack of public benchmarks concerning drivers' attention in realworld scenarios. It comes with pre-computed gaze maps and contextual information such as the car's speed and course. While focusing on the study of the driver's attention and gaze, we are planning to further extend its annotation to semantic labeling and driving actions. The dataset is freely available for academic research, along with the code used in the creation of gaze maps and annotation.
